Coaching meets Research ... Fields of Action in Focus
2nd International Coaching-Research-Congress in German-speaking Europe, June 5/6, 2012, Basel/Switzerland

Coaching is gaining importance in various fields of action within modern society. What is this spreading of Coaching all about? The 2nd International Coaching-Research-Congress looks at this evolution.

In the second edition of the International Coaching-Research-Congress – the first one has taken place in June 2010 – conceptual frameworks underpinning ‘new’ forms of coaching as well as specific contextual dimensions (politics, education, social welfare etc.) in which they take place will be looked at. Besides form and context, also impact, conditions of success, explanations for the spreading as well as further challenges for science and practice will be discussed. The establishment of coaching in organizations, for instance through coaching-pools or -programs, will furthermore be a focus.

At the congress, organized by the School of Social Work of the University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland, key notes and workshops will be held by recognized scientific experts and seasoned practitioners from various countries. The exchange between participants and speakers will be given particular space, for instance at the congress-think-tank. The pre-colloquium will offer the opportunity to learn more about current works and to discuss them with the authors.

The Coaching-Research-Congress is offering:
- Six key notes and 40 workshop-contributions of recognized speakers from Switzerland, Germany, Austria, UK and USA
- A panel discussion on the establishment of coaching with representatives of large enterprises and organizations
- A congress-think-tank to co-create the future of Coaching
- A pre-congress colloquium with up to date contributions
- Diverse opportunities to network with interesting people/organizations (researchers, coaches, coaching associations, HR-experts, innovation oriented people)

PLEASE NOTE: June 6th, English speaking visitors can also attend a limited amount of English lectures. On June 5th, and 6th German lectures will not be translated into English.

All people interested in the future of coaching are invited to participate in the congress. For further details (online-registration, abstracts etc.) please visit: www.coaching-meets-research.ch.
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